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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate interoperable mobile agents for language-
and platform-independent wireless sensor network program-
ming, with low-power resource-constrained embedded de-
vices as static nodes and Android-based smartphones as mo-
bile nodes, over disparate networks: 6LoWPAN and Wi-Fi.
Representational state transfer architectural principles are
applied in agent composition, control and migration and ex-
posing the system resources to the Web: the devices, agents,
sensor data, tasks and data processing results. The adapt-
able agent composition includes the task code in any pro-
gramming language, the agent migrates according to a re-
source list and the state, i.e. the intermediate task result,
represents the agent as a system resource. Mobile agents are
then utilized in two tasks: first to collect light sensor data
cooperatively in location, saving the mobile node battery
whenever possible, and secondly the magnetometer sensor
data with the scanned Wi-Fi access points’ signal strength
is used to detect groups of mobile nodes moving in the same
direction in real-time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-purpose and Application-based Systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems; D.1.3 [Concurrent pro-
gramming]: Distributed programming
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Wireless Sensor Networks, Mobile Agents, Embedded Web
Services, Constrained Application Protocol

1. INTRODUCTION
In wireless sensor networks (WSN), with limited hard-

ware and software capabilities, the energy consumption and
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efficient resource utilization are the main concerns. Tra-
ditionally, WSN programming has been either application-
or domain-specific [1]. To enable flexible on-demand appli-
cation deployment for WSN, the mobile agent -paradigm
has been suggested [1]. Benefits include: reduced com-
munication costs, asynchronous task execution, robustness,
flexibility in the system configuration, system integration
and co-operation capabilities [1, 6]. Mobile agents act au-
tonomously, enable high-level abstractions of the system re-
sources, enable direct manipulation of the device and possess
self-properties [6].

This work is the first real-world application of the mo-
bile agents in [3]. Previous work in programming WSN in-
cludes over-the-air programming, macroprogramming lan-
guages and virtual machines, notably the Java-based ap-
proach with mobile agents in [1]. Whereas we present novel
language- and platform-independent adaptive mobile agent
composition, with uniform interface for operating the agents
and accessing the system resources, enabling the agent-based
interoperability of heterogeneous resources-constrained em-
bedded devices over disparate wireless networks.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system architecture, in Figure 1, is based on the IETF

CoRE framework and Representational State Transfer archi-
tectural principles for system resource access and for mobile
agent composition, control and migration. We utilize re-
source directory [5] to store the system resource descriptions
for lookups, including the sensors and data in nodes and the
agents. Proxy abstracts the WSN as a single entity and
translates HTTP requests to corresponding CoAP messages
and vice versa. Code repository within the proxy hosts the
agent’s task codes, then accessible as system resources. The
static WSN nodes [4] communicate with CoAP atop 6LoW-
PAN protocol stack with IEEE 802.15.4 radios on 868 MHz.
As the mobile nodes, we utilize Android smartphones with
integrated sensors, Samsung Galaxy S III, communicating
with HTTP over IEEE 802.11 on 2.4 Ghz band.

3. USING THE MOBILE AGENT
The mobile agent composition in Table 1, includes a unique

name for the agent for the resource lookups and consists of
three segments: code, resources and state [3]. The code seg-
ment includes the data processing task code or its reference



Table 1: Mobile agent composition
Name sensing agent
Code room light = moving average(light);

location = thresholding(wifi);
features = extract features(magnetometer);

Resource coap://S IPv6 addr/light
http://1 IPv4 addr/light,magnetometer,wifi
http://2 IPv4 addr/light,magnetometer,wifi
http://3 IPv4 addr/light,magnetometer,wifi
http://4 IPv4 addr/light,magnetometer,wifi

State room light = ...
(and local location = ...
variables) features = ...

light = ...
magnetometer = ...
wifi = ...

Figure 1: The system architecture.

with intended platform identifier, for on-demand lookup and
retrieval from the code repository. The resource segment
contains URLs representing the utilized resources, i.e. sen-
sors and data types in the nodes. The state segment contains
the current result of the task as the agent’s state, as well as
the retrieved resource values as local variables.

The agent operates with the GET and POST methods.
The agent migrates, as JSON data structure over HTTP and
as CoAP message in the WSN [3], according to the resource
segment URLs. When received by a hosting device, remote
resource values are retrieved, the task is run and the agent
state updated. Clients from the proxy and system devices
directly can access the agent’s representation by its URL, i.e.
name, from the hosting device. Thus the agent essentially
provides a service in the system [3].

4. DEMO SYSTEM FEATURES
Figure 2 shows the demo setup. The proxy composes

the agents from the dynamically available light and magne-
tometer sensors and Wi-Fi scanners. The agent is injected
into the system as depicted with dotted line. Here the task
code is precompiled IntelHEX binary for the static node and
Python for the mobile nodes [3, 4]. The agent migrates as
depicted by the solid lines from node to node based on the
resource segment. The proxy is utilized to migrate the agent
between networks. The agents operate followingly:

(1) Agents collect light sensor data and calculate the mov-

Figure 2: The application demo setup with a static
node (S) and the mobile nodes (1-4).

ing averages of the data to provide coarse real-time lighting
information in the location (colored background).

(2) Agents in mobile nodes scan Wi-Fi access points for
their signal strength to determine the coarse location of the
mobile node, by thresholding the signal strength with pre-
determined thresholds. If a mobile node is detected within
the coverage area of the static node (nodes S and 1 in Figure
2), the mobile node is requested to turn off the light sensor
for saving the battery while in the area.

(3) Agents in mobile nodes collect magnetometer sensor
data and filter it as in [2].

(4) The application then uses agents’ states to detect
groups of mobile nodes moving in the same direction, by
cosine similarity measure of the Wi-Fi scan measurements
and magnetometer sensor data [2]. As an example, in Figure
2, the mobile nodes 3 and 4 move in the same direction as
depicted with dashed lines.
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